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Thanks to the perforated surface and the underneath
design BERGO has an excellent drainage capability.
No puddles!

ANYWHERE - ONE SOLUTION

NEW

Bergo Excellence Extreme

A floor that confirms to relevant MED
and IMO Resolutions.
NEW! Bergo Excellence Extreme features a special material mix of raw material
and design providing excellent wear durability. BERGO EXTREME is developed
for ship interiors and passenger balconies on mega-yacht, ferries
and cruise ships.
Usage areas BERGO EXCELLENCE EXTREME is heavy duty safety flooring
ideal for indoor, outdoors and wet areas. It offers slip resistancy in areas such
as passenger balconies, pool areas, laundry rooms, engine rooms, freezer
rooms, etc.

Performance Attributes
•

Environmentally-friendly: BERGO EXTREME is 100% recyclable.

•

Heavy duty, slip-resistant and flame retardant.

•

Conforms to MED and IMO Resolutions.
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BERGO EXTREME, SYSTEM 1-FLOORS (30 x 30 cm) are sound, technical products, designed for professional installers.
Material: Environmentally friendly recyclable UV-stabilised composite. Conforms to MED (B, D) and IMO Resolutions.
Packaging: 5 m2 / box = 55 tiles. (180 m2 / pallet) or in preassembled sheets (4x3 tiles) = 1,09 m2.. (81,8 m2 / pallet.)

0575/12

1000t
m²

A = Smooth surface. 14 mm.
B = Surface with ”knobs”. 14,5 mm.

Bergo Flooring
AB fulfils the
requirements of
ISO 9001.

0575/12
Proudly made
in Sweden
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Our business area MARINE has
flooring specially developed for extremely tough environments on the
decks of ships.
Advantages
Flooring is an entire science. When evaluating a deck covering for a vessel, you have to consider factors such as: Installation, appearance, maintenance, cleaning, sound absorbance, durability and removal.
BERGO Excellence is a deck covering which fulfils the requirements for floorings that are exposed to harsh weather,
strong sunlight, rain, cold and ice.
BERGO offers a high performance level considering all the
above factors and fitting the floor yourself could not be easier, another big advantage.
By installing BERGO you protect the painted deck and prolong the intervals between expensive repainting significantly.
BERGO also has sound absorbing characteristics and it is not
essential for the sub floor to be perfectly level prior installation. BERGO offers excellent drainage capability due to the
perforated pattern and the underneath design.

Easy to install and move
BERGO Excellence is easy to install. Tapping a rubber mallet or similar over the protruding rings easily interlocks the
tiles together. NO fastening, special tools, glue or screws
are needed. Use a jig- or circular-saw to cut the tiles for a
perfect fit.

Excellence drainage capability
BERGO Excellence allows water and moisture on the subfloor
to flow freely, which means that you have a dry attractive
appearance and the passengers will not bring in dirt onto the
cabin carpets.
In this way you will save time cleaning the cabins, as well
as reduce costs, because carpets need to be replaced less
frequently.

Disassembly-Tool
BERGO Excellence is tough and takes wear and tear, without
losing its attractive appearance. The ingenious design allows
for the floor to be moved quickly. The floor can be taken
apart by using the disassembly-tool in case a major cleaning
job is required. In case one tile is damaged you can change
an individual tile by using the replacement-tool.

Accessories
	Edge strips – 300 x 55 mm, for a smart and safe finish.
Corner strips – 55 x 55 mm.
	Expansion strips – 300 x 75 mm. Expansion Strips will
		 allow expansion of the floor material in varying tempera		 ture changes.
	Expansion Cross-piece – 75 x 75 mm, to be used as
		 two lines of the above Expansion strips intersect with 		
each other.
Disassembly-tool – for easy disassembly and
rearrangement.

Easy to install, no fastening, adhesives or
special tools are needed.
The tiles lies on top of the subfloor.
BERGO is tough and takes wear and tear
without losing its attractive appearance.
Thanks to the perforated surface and the
underneath design BERGO has an excellent
drainage capability.
In case a major cleaning or repair job is
required, BERGO can easily be removed by
using the disassembly-tool.

Expansion strips and
Expansion Cross-piece.

Pre-assembled sections
1,2 x 0,9 m

Edge strips and
Corner strips are suitable
for installation at
stairways.

Disassembly-tool

BERGO EXCELLENCE, SYSTEM 1-FLOORS (30 x 30 cm) are sound, technical products, designed for professional installers.
Material: Environmentally friendly recyclable UV-stabilised PP-composite.
Packaging: 5 m2 / box = 55 tiles. (180 m2 / pallet) or in preassembled sheets (4x3 tiles) = 1,09 m2.. (81,8 m2 / pallet.)

550t
m²

A = Smooth surface. 14 mm.
B = Surface with ”knobs”. 14,5 mm.

Proudly made
in Sweden

Bergo Flooring
AB fulfils the
requirements of
ISO 9001.

All our products are available in a wide range of colours. See www.bergoflooring.com.
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THIS IS BERGO
We have been making flooring for more than 40 years with one clear objective - to make beautiful, multifunctional flooring. Really durable floors
that work in all sorts of settings. The Eco-friendly production takes place at our factory in Anderstorp, Sweden, without any environmentally harmful
emissions. Bergo is active within five business areas: Home, Public, Sports, Marine and Event. Our export share reaches about 70% to more than 40
countries, making Bergo the world leader in multifunctional floor tiles.

OUR FLOORING
Bergo Tiles are made from recyclable PP-composite. Our floors are installed floating on existing floors without any fasteners. A Bergo floor solves many
problems thanks to the ventilating and flexible design and is particularly suitable for installations on damp surfaces, but also cracked / uneven subfloors
and worn wooden decks. Our products are available in a wide range of colours, harmoniously coordinated.
In 2014 Bergo Flooring takes a real step forward as the ECO friendly company with our ECO-range; floors made of 100% recycled PP-composite. When
buying one of our ECO products, you take part in our environmental vision and help us to reduce the mountains of waste around the world.
We simply call it - The way to a better world.

OUR BUSINESS AREAS
HOME/DIY

PUBLIC

EVENT

SPORT

MARINE

www.bergoflooring.com
Bergo Flooring AB

P.O. Box 10

SE-334 21 Anderstorp

Sweden

+46 371 58 77 00

info@flooring.se

